
Friday Friends Valentine Card  
Paper:  
#100730 - Whisper White Cardstock   
#121045 - Black Cardstock  
#132662 - Gold Foil Sheets  
#145580 - Painted with Love DSP*  
accessories/adhesives/stamp pads/scissors  
#141678 - Metallic Enamel Shapes  
#126889 - Stampin Trimmer  
#143263 - Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine  
        #130658 - Magnetic Platform - #130658  
#104332 - Snail Adhesive  
#104430 - Stampin Dimensionals  
#103579 - Paper Snips  
#133774 - Envelope Punch Board  
#132708 - Memento Ink Pad  
#126948 - Melon Mambo Ink Pad  
#141469 - Blossom Builder Punch  
#143741 - Garden Trellis Embossing. Folder  
Stamp Set/Framelits  
#147239 - Beautiful Peacock**  
#145785 - Petal Palette*  
#141707 - Sweet & Sassy Framelits  
 
 
Directions:  
* Card Base: Basic Black  - cut @ 8 1/2 X 5 1/2 and score @ 4 1/4  
* Painted with Love DSP mat - cut  @ 5 1/4 X 4   
   
* Whisper White mat - cut @ 4 5/8 X 3 3/8  
Whisper White mat for interior - cut @ 5 X 3 3/4  
* Gold Foil Sheet - cut 4 X 4  
* Round corners on the card base, DSP,  and mats with the Envelope  
Punch Board.  
* Use the Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine and make a 'sandwich'  
in this order: standard platform, a standard cutting pad, place the  
   3 1/2 X 2 white cardstock with the Garden Trellis embossing folder  
and another standard cutting pad.  Run thru the Big Shot.  
Repeat the process using the embossed White cardstock and cut out   
2 hearts from the Sweet & Sassy Framelits.  Using the next larger   
framelit in the same set cut 2 out of gold foil and adhere to  
the white hearts with snail adhesive.  
* Ink the vine swirl stamp from the Beautiful Peacock Stamp Set with   
Memento ink and stamp on the 4 5/8 X 3 3/8 white cardstock 3 times,   
reinking each time.  Clean stamp and reink with Melon Mambo to stamp   
the vine swirl on the 5 X 3 3/4 mat for the inside the card.  
Ink the small flower stamp with Melon Mambo ink and stamp   
around the vine.    
Stamp the sentiment from the Petal Palette set in Memento ink   
to the 5 X 3 3/4 mat for the inside of the card.  
* Punch 2 flowers with the Blossom Builder Punch.    
Adhere DSP to the front of the card, attach the white stamped  
cardstock with dimensionals.  Adhere the hearts with dimensionals,  
and attach the flowers to the hearts.  Place a heart metallic  



enamel shape to the center of the flower and place the small  
dot enamel shapes in the center of each Melon Mambo flower.  
* Adhere the sentiment stamped cardstock to the inside of the card.  
(* this item is from the new 2018 Occasions Catalog)  
(**this item is from the new 2018 Sale-a-bration Catalog)  
	


